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Abstract
The notio(l of discontinuous ideal fl ow co nsistin g of potential st reaming
and stagnation zone (Helmholtz-Kirchhoff scheme) is applied for modelling the
fl ow around airfoils. Deformed quasi -parabolic coo rdinates are introduced and
difference schemes are devised for Laplace equatio n and for the equat ion for
shape function of the free boundary. An iterative procedure is employed for
defining the separation point. The perform a nce of th e numerical technique
is displayed on NACA2412 airfoil. Results are presented for two angles of
a ttack (8° and 16°) . The pressure distributions on th e lower and upper surfaces
of airfoil compare quantitatively very well with the experimental data. The
predictions for the drag and lifting forces are also in very good agree ment
(about 95%) wit h the experimentally measured values.

1

Introduction

Despite the numerous publications (see, e .g., [9] for the classical works), the investigation of inviscid flows with separation not only retains its actuality, but gathers
some new impetu s because of the quest for the limiting solutions of Navi e r-Stok es
equations for large Reynolds numbers ([14 , 12]). The problem is that Re-+ oo yields
singular asymptotic problem and the so-called "inner solution" can not be matched
to the potential solution for the ideal flows around bluff bodies. In these flows, the
boundary layer separates and vi o lates the main assumptions of "inner in asymptotic
sense" solution. The singular asymptotic natun~ of Navi e r- Stokes eq ua tions for vanishing visr:osit.y (large Reynolds numbers) dict at.et; th,'\t t.hc ~oukr" ~o lution mu st be
of more co mplex nature than the mere potential flow .
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Another candidate for an "outer" solution appears to be the Helmholtz- Kirchlwff
separated inviscid flow introduced first by Helmholtz [10]. The Helmholtz model con·
sists of potential and stagnation zones that match at prior unknown free stream line
(tangmtial discontinuity). The free stream line originates at the body in a point
callcrl "detachment" or "separation" point. When the body has sharp edges, the po·
sition of detachment point is one of these edges and then the method of hodograph,
as employed by Kirchhoff !II], was higly efficient for solving the separation problem .
For bluff bodies, however, the problem of detachment point hindered the development
of the techniques for solution . A condition II 7] for smooth separation (called "con ·
clition of Brillouin- Villat") was established to determine the position of separation .
13rod<>tsky [2] was the first to find an approximate solution to the problem of circular
cylinder with Brillouin - Villat condition acknowledged.
The problem with Brodetsky's solution is that it predicts a very early separation
of I he flow (around 55° from the leading stagnation point), while the experiments show
a value of order of 80° . In our opinion, this unsatisfactory result can be explained by
the rough approximation of the Brodetsky method . lie used only three terms in the
Lorain series for approximate representation of the con formal mapping in th e fram e·
work of hodograph method . Recently the authors [3, 4, 5] revisited num erically the
Helmholtz- Kirchhoff- Brodetsky problem (the separated flow around circular cylin·
der). A finite-differences method ~as used with a specially devised algorithm for
iterative determination of detachment point . It was found that the separation point
is at 78° which differed significantly from Brodetsky's res ult being much closer to the
expe rimental measurements and to the high - Redirect numerical simulations [7, 8] in
which the separation angle was 95°. In [IS] anoth e r solution to the same prob lem was
dc\'eloped, based on the integral-equations method and with similar itera ti ve algo·
rithm for defining the detachment point. The integral-equations method confi rm ed
quantitatively the results of the finite- differen ce method.
The finite-difference algorithm was also applied to the ideal separated fl ow
around airfoils [16, 6] and encouraging results were obtained for airfoils from the
series of NACA . The purpose of the present work is to enhance the efficiency of the
said numerical scheme by means of introducing a specially devised quasi - parabolic
coord inates that are topologically most suited to the geometry of the flow around
airfo il s at considerable angle of attack .

2

Quasi-Parabolic Coordinates

In our previous works concerned with the c ircular- cylinder flow, we used parabolic
coo rdinates since they are better suited to describe stagnation zones extending In
infinity. In [16] we applied the parabolic coordinates to the separated flow arou nd
airfoil, as well, but part of the advantages of the parabolic coordinates were lost
wlwn the flow had non-trivial angle of attack . Then one faces th e choice to orient
t lw parabolic coordinatrs either along the cho rd of profile (the horizontal JliHI. of
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Figure I : Left : the parabolic coordinates in the upper and lower regions. Right:
quasi -parabolic coordinates in the whole region .

the thi ck line in Fig . I) or along the direction of the flow (the inclined part of the
thi c:k lin e in Fig . I) . The former case yields a naturally dense mesh in the vicinity
of the leading point of the airfoil where the good resolution is badly needed but then
the asymptoti c behaviour of the free lines is not the one of a coordinate line. The
latt.er case is a t tractive because in it the as ymptoti c be hav.iour of separation lines is
con ve nientl y expressed as approaching some con st ants at infinity. Whe n the constants
are different fr om ze ro on e has a pa ra boli call y ex pa nding zo ne (Kirchhoff's solution) .
Wh en both tiH' asy mptotic constants a re equ al to ze ro - a cusped zo ne is modelled .
Due to t he spec ifi cs of our algorithmi c impl ementation we had to opt in [16] for the
)araboli c coordinates th a t were oriented with the direc tion of the flow . This forced
1s to introduce signifi cantly nonuniform mesh in the vi cinity of the leading point of
.he airfoil in orde r to capture the behaviour of the flow there. Here we combine the
tdvant ages of the two approaches by means of quasi - parabolic coordinate system .
Consid er t.h e upper and lower regions (above and bellow the thick line in Fig. I,
es pecti vcly) into whi ch the whole region is divided by the chord and the direction
,f flow . These regions are subjected to conformal mappings rendering them into the
•pper and lower half- planes of the transformed region. Thus the thick lirie becomes a
t.raight lin e. Note that the upper region in the physical plane is bounded by an angle
' sser than '2r., while the lower region - hy an angle larger than 2ll' . Let us denote now
y w+ thf' rt ~sp cct ive half- plane in t.he transformed rt·gion and hy : + - the original
~gion( ~ ) . i.e .. r + = Re[ z+], y = Im[ z;] . Til{' sign "-" refers to th e uppe r half lilne. illld t ill' >i).\ tt ·· +" - to the lower. The n for the in\·rrse transformation of the

Now we introduce a local parabolic coordinate system Oa+T+ in each of the
half- plan es of the transformed plane, namely

_ I 1
1
(+ - 2(T+ - a+) - Xo ,

('f = G'fT'f

a+ ~ 0 ;
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<
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(3)
li e n~ Xo is the focal point of the paraboli c coordinates . Without thi s para met er
the fo cal point of parabolic coordinates would have been at ihe vertex of the angle
between the chord and direction of the flow . Without loosing the generality we can
set. it equal to unity, since we use it as the characteristic scale when rendering the
problem dimensionless. Practically speaking, X0 is. the focal point of the parabola
fitting best the leading edge of the airfoil under consideration , i.e., the dtaraclf·ri stir

le ngth X 0 is slightly shorter than the chord L.
Th e two parabolic coordinate systems defined by (3) are different in the t wo
half-planes (sec the left part of Fig. 1). However, they can be matched alon~ the line
r+ = 0 (or which is the same for -oo < ~f < -I ). If a new 11 --coordinatc comm on
for the two systems is introduced, namely

'a•1- + a! + I = ( "4a• + a

2

+I
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~1 + 21";4 -

2
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If o ne defines the new r - coordinate in the upper and lower half- plane r<'sper·
lively as r
L
or T :: T+ one gets the coordinate system, depicted in the right part
of Fig. I. Note that after the introduction of the new a -coordinate the two parabolic
coordinate systems do not match neither on the chord nor on the cut behind the body
and that is why the quasi - parabolic t:oordina.tcs are discontinuous (across tlw thi ck
.. lim· in F ig. I . This ~s. ~JOl.a .pr,..>hlem ,.beca'.Jse.lhe -"l~P.am.!iuv.:.tion .is nol .suptH~~··d .f.o
he continuous when crossing the thick line. Physically, the flows in f.ltc two r<'gion~
do nol int<'rar t. with each other . In a sense they are screcnt'd by tht• chord il nd h\' tit<'

=

cut (the s ~~ p a r a ti o n lin es ).
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In the practical implementation of the quasi-parabolic coordinates QPC we prefer not to introduce the transformation ( 4) into the governing equations since it would
lead us to variable coefficient in the operator in Laplace equation responsible for the
u second - derivative. The other way around is to keep in mind when defining the
difference function approximating the stream function that when crossing the line
r'f = 0 we have to match difference functions with different u number. Of course,
this is possible only because both parabolic systems that comprise our QPC system
are orthogonal to the said r-line. Moreover, even after the transformation ( 4) they
remain orthogonal.
Furthermore we omit the indices =f of ( and T7 or u and T . They will be explicitly
referred to only in the places where confusion may arise.

3

In order to render the computational domain to a region with fixed boundaries we
introduce scaled coordinates

"'1 == Soo- S

1

The dynamic condition (Bernoulli integral) now becomes an explicit equation
for the shape function S( T of the free boundary and reads

·-

T:::; T,

,J'ixoo

Soo =

.;z;;, + T

(5)

where I 00 is an appropriately chosen parameter called "actual infinity" . Transformation (5) renders the physical region of the flow into the strip [0 $ TJ $ 1 , -oo <
T < oo] of the computational domain. The advantage of (5) over the transformations
with Sao == const i~ that for T -+ oo, it gives Sao -+ 0, i.e. , the outer boundary of the
region shrinks at infinity behind the body. Thus the excessive coarseness of the "'I- grid
at large distances behind the body can be avoided . In terms of the scaled variables
("'I, r), the Laplace equation for the stream function adopts the form
atjJ~~ - 2btjJ~,
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The first one acknowledges the fact that boundary of the composite region "body /
stagnation zone" i~ a stream line. The second one p;ivt~s tlw a.~ymptotic behaviour al
i11finity of lht> undisturlwd flow .

-I , (9)

+ TJ'+lf

4 (rr

for j = J:, ... , N . It is similar in the lower part but the calculations are conducted
for j = jj, .. . , 1. j" and j, are the indices of the detachment points on the upper and
lower airfoil surface, respectively. For the sake of brevity is denoted
=

2v'2xao

2,;x;;. + (

+ Tj±t)

The scheme (9) requires inlet condition Si: = si~· where S (r) is the known
~hape function of the rigid boundary. Then at each point internal iterations are
.<;uUJUdt:d {referred.lJy. the index k) UlltiJ <:-GH· '·'el'~oCilC<:·il!ld-thus t NC ·valu·e Sj i:; v!Jtaiucd
as a ~ulution of the nonlinear difference equation .
The algorithm requires al~o a global iteratiou. l.d us dt>nott• hy
the ~hape
function on the current iterative stage. Having S" pre~cribed we solve the Laplace
8

(7)

(8)

j'• p(SS'- r)dr

jtL - ("sj + Sj+lt)]l[("sj + s;+l
· )l + (Tj + Tj+l) l]
2Soo%
[
,;k+l- ~ - = ±gJ+l

Tj

This equation is solved with the boundary conditions

r;

We
introduce a mesh which is nonuniform both over the chord (the first N points) of profile and over the two "shores"
of the cut (the other 2Nw points).
Here we do not discuss in detail the difference approximation to Laplace equation
for stream function . It is similar to [3, 4, 16] and makes use of splitting method as
an iterative procedure. The scheme for the Bernoulli integral is of second order of
approximation . In the upper half-plane of the flow the approximation i~ as follows .

s~~

(Sao- 5) 1

for

Numerical Implementation
use in r-direction N 1 = N + 2Nw nodes and

+ 1/J .. + dt/l~ = 0 ,

[S'- r1(S'- Sao)](S:X,- S')

+

ft.(I+Sn)(iNI
OTJ ~=o

where rt and r: are the coordinates of the detachment points, respectively on the
lower and upper surfaces of airfoil. Thus the b. v .p. to be solved is completed .
For the drag and lifting- force coefficients one has

.)jtl

d _ -S"

I

where p is the dimensionless pressure.

Posing the problem

u-S
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equation . Thus the "new" values for .po+l are obtained. Then we calculate the quantity .P~I~=o and then solve the difference approximation of (9) and obtain a prediction

vm
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• for the shape function S( T ). The strongly coupled character of the model requires
some measures for preventing instability. The simplest one is to introduce relaxation
for S according to the standard formula with the only difference that the relaxation
parameter w; is taken here to be a function of the point, namely

s;+• = w;S; + (1- w;)Sj
w;

=--- '
T2
T2+lrj
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1
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= S1 S·
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1
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J.

= J.,
.. . . . , N l1.

I

Our numerical experiments show that the optimal values for the "overall" relaxation
paramder r 2 lie in the interval 0.01 $ r 2 $ 0.05 . The criterion for terminating the
global iteration is max 51 - Sj)/ S; $
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Figure 2: Shape of the separated zone for NACA2412. Up: o =

w-•

I

s•;

clown: u =

tu•

C = 0.017 for the drag coefficient and Cv = 0.9354 - for the lifting-force coefficient .
These results are in 95% agreement with the experimental results [I] . The important
point here is that our results were obtained without any fudging parameters and
without postulating the presence of a circulation around the airfoil (so-called 1\uttaJoukowski postulate) . In addition to the delightful prediction for the lifting force, we
obtain the drag coefficient, the latter being zero by definition for tlw models e mpl ov ing
the circulation postulate.
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Results and Discussion

We have performed numerical tests with different angles of attack for the airfoil
N ACA2412 for whose shape there exists analytical representation, and for which
comprehensive experimental data can be found in the literature, as well.
For X 00 = 20, the pressure on the free surface is smaller than 10- 3 , i.e. on such
distances the calculated flow velocity is virtually equal to unity and that is the value
for the ·'actual infinity '' used in the present work . The number of nodes along the
chord of the airfoil was taken in different experiments between 23 and 49 . For the
partirular airfoil under consideration, its optimal value turned out to be 43 . The
number of nodes Nw alongside the the cut was taken between 15 and 40. For x 00
7
the optimal number appeared to be 20 . For Nw > 20 the result did not change
signilirantly in rotnpMison with Nw
20 , while sm <dler Nw hod t.o unacceptAbly
rough results .
We have found the solution for both the signs of the radical in eq.(8) , but the
solution for the positive sign corresponds to the so-called laminar separation and has
not practical significau ce for airfoils. Hence, in the present work we resort to the
other case - the negative sign . Following the terminology adopted in our previous
works, we call it solution I . In Figs . 2 are shown the shapes of the two free boundaries
of the separation zone (solution /) for angles of attack o = 8° and o = 16°
Figs. 3 presents the chord-wise distribution of the surface pressure for the same
two cases . For mmparison. the experimental data of !13] for Ht: = 2. 7. 106 for the
ucart>st a1·ailablt· angk of attack is juxtaposed in Figs . 3. Tht• agn'(•Jnent lwtwecn the
numerical solution and experimental measurements is fully satisfactory.
An irnportanl follnw -up of our model arc the predictions for the forc:cs exerted
from tlw di~continu11w' !low upon the body (airfoil) . Foro = i:l 0 we obtainf:'d values
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